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Douglas Pinner

From: James Barber <jamesrbarber2bh@gmail.com>
Sent: Wednesday, June 12, 2019 4:12 PM
To: Tom Leavitt; Olin Barnett; Paul Pamrow; charlie leo; Mark Braverman; Marsha Riddle; James 

Barber
Cc: Douglas Pinner; Anne Malley
Subject: Legal Discussion Notes

Hello All, 

  

I've included Anne and Doug here so we ensure the information is conveyed correctly. Here's a reflection of our 
discussion: 

  

Summary (see specific guidance below for individual matters) 

  

Anne believes our documents, in accordance with Florida law, together with the powers conferred upon the Association 
set forth in the Declaration, Article V, Section 2, provide the Board with the  authority in the board to add 
amenities such as a basketball court. Furthermore, she advises the board has the authority to host community games 
(such as bingo) and host food trucks subject to the limitations for gambling outlined in Florida Statutes. She advises a 
dog park, while may be authorized by our documents, leash language may be construed as to invite contrary 
interpretations that may invite litigation. She also advises the HOA can be sued by anyone for anything at anytime and 
for this reason her approach is directed to limit such potential exposure by taking a conservative approach. Anne did 
suggest we inquire with our insurance company regarding coverage (and potential impact to rates) regarding basketball 
court, food trucks, etc. Doug took this for action. 

  

Note - there was no mention of any effort to transfer or convey any land or materials held by the HOA to any other 
party. 

  

Note - there was no mention by any board member to propose a special assessment. 

  

Note - Doug did make mention of our "pooled" reserves and the board's ability to use those reserves without 
community vote - regarding which Anne confirmed. 

  

Basketball Court 

  

Doug
Highlight
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Citing "police powers" of an HOA board - 'health, safety, welfare" and our documents reflecting the board's ability to 
create an atmosphere of "enjoyment", the board is authorized to create a basketball court. This is furthered by her 
reading of our documents specifically granting the authority of the board to allocate common areas for specific 
purpose.  

  

Bingo 

  

Anne advised we are able to conduct such activities, making no mention of any challenge or risk regarding this 
matter. Subject to statutory limitations on gambling. 

  

Food Truck 

  

Anne advised we are able to host food trucks on our property, advising that we ensure they have all required 
certifications and licenses and insurance. She also advised the truck be parked along a curb so not to require backing 
(reverse) at any time and cones be placed around the vehicle on all sides and other safety precautions deemed prudent 
to protect the membership.  

  

Dog Park 

  

Anne cited the leash law requirement in our Declaration. It was also presented in that same paragraph that the leash law 
may not apply when granted permission of the private property owner - in this case, the HOA - represented by the 
board.  

  

Here is the applicable paragraph from our Declaration (Art VI, Section 9, para 2, page 14): 

  

  2. No person owning or having possession, charge, custody or control of any pet shall cause, permit or allow the pet to 
stray, run, be, go or in any other manner be at large in or upon any public street, sidewalk or park, or on private 
property of others without the express or implied consent of the owner of such private property. Governmental or 
municipality leash laws apply at all times.    

  

Anne advised that reflecting in our ByLaws the recognition - a dog park designated as a leash-free area - would 
strengthen our case (as a similar process was cited in applicable Florida case law). Again, Anne advised we would not 
be "bullet proof"  and this would not prevent anyone from bringing suit - though that is the case with anyone and 
anything.  
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Conclusion 

  

When met with the subject of potential fighting among basketball players/observers, Anne referred to the rules and 
conditions of the pool area. The understanding is that whatever are the rules of two people fighting in the pool would 
similarly apply to a similar instance elsewhere.  

  

Per our governing documents and Florida law, the board does not require a community vote for adding any amenity - 
only a majority board vote. 

  

Anne did not go deeply into our budgeting matters, as we did not ask her to do so in advance. However, when asked the 
following general question on multiple occasions: "Can the board use the annual operating budget to fund 
improvements and amenity additions" - her answer was repeatedly affirmative. To which, Doug also reflected reserves 
could also be used as they are "pooled reserves" and not designated for specific line items. To this Anne also replied in 
the affirmative.  

 

Kind regards, 

 

Jim 
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